
A NEW ERA OF GROWTH
FOR DLT

Dubai Leading Technologies has grown

substantially in the past two years and to

accommodate our blossoming team, we

have moved to new offices in Dubai that

offer us more space and where we have

stamped our unique identity.
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ABU DHABI SHOWROOM BEING
ENHANCED

In other exciting company developments, our Abu Dhabi

showroom is currently enjoying a substantial face-lift ,  and is 

being refurbished in keeping with Dahua Technology ’s identity 

for all customer touchpoints. We will be bringing you photos of 

the new look in the next newsletter edition.

Welcome to the June 2021 edition of InTouch  where we bring you news and updates about DLT and the factors

affecting the security and proximity solutions sectors.

Sanjukta Ray, CEO of DLT comments: “We 

simply outgrew our previous address, and 

we needed to make more space for our 

team. The move has been a great

opportunity to focus on how we reflect 

our innovative approach visually. The 

décor is very modern and streamlined, 

while incorporating lots of natural wood 

and there are green spaces that soften the 

environment and off-set the static from 

PCs and laptops. We have also designated 

an area in our reception area where we 

have proudly displayed our partners’ 

names. We are looking forward to

welcoming all of our associates, clients 

and fr iends to our new home in the near 

future.”
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In a major boost to our software solutions offering at 

DLT, we are delighted to announce new strategic 

partnerships with some of the world’s most renowned 

software providers.

Sales Director, Faizan Javed comments: “We have 

chosen these software partners very carefully in order 

to deliver outstanding results for clients. Increasing 

efficiencies and processes and improving engagement 

with customersand employers is a necessity for many 

organisations. Working with these esteemed partners, 

we are able to offer innovative solutions that will 

enable our clients to benefit from the latest

advancements in technology.”

Ubility  adopts Robot Process Automation (RPA) 

to offer real time response to our clients’ 

customer and employee communications, 

supporting and assisting queries and requests, 

using a unique “drag and drop” configuration 

inter face.  We chose to work with market 

leading Ubility as the platform is easy to 

operate and maintain, guaranteeing that 

customer response and support initiatives are 

efficient and effective.

Facilio  is an Artificial Intelligence (AI) based 

operations automation platform, specific to the 

Real Estate/Property Maintenance sector and is 

the world’s only data-driven building

operations and maintenance platform for this 

sector.  I t offers a simple to use, holistic 

dashboard representing a variety of functions 

and operations, providing users with

comprehensive data and analysis; useful insight 

that creates significant operational and

commercial benefits.
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STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
BOOST SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

INTRODUCING OUR NEW
SOFTWARE PARTNERS

SOF T WARE D IV IS ION

ESET  is one of the world’s leading

cloud-based security providers, a pioneer of 

antivirus protection, creating award-winning 

threat detection software. We are a Gold Partner 

of ESET and working with them, we

can assure clients that their cyber security 

needs remain a top priority.

We were delighted to support our partner, ESET at this 

year ’s GISEC, held at the Dubai World Trade Centre. The 

three day exhibition provided a great opportunity to 

network and develop new business contacts, as well as 

converse with like minded professionals about the 

continued development of robust cybersecurity 

solutions.
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INFLUENCER COLLABORATION
SHOWS OFF ECOFLOW’S
BENEFITS

Providing consumer products that embrace a new 

generation of technology is our aim here at DLT.

Our distributorship with EcoFlow involves DLT 

showcasing the wonder ful benefitsof the company ’s 

unique, sustainable portable power stations across 

the region. Our marketing drive recently focused on 

a collaboration with a popular Middle East

influencer, Jessica Whalen, an avid rock climber and 

outdoor pursuits lover with 24,300 followers on 

Instagram and over 230,000 on TikTok.

Jessica had great things to say about all of 

EcoFlow’s products on her recent climbing

expedition into the Ras Al Khaimah desert. She was 

able to charge all of her electronic appliances, 

including her laptop, as well as other domestic 

appliances, and using the solar panel, could also 

re-charge the power stations on the go.

DLT distributes the DELTA and River portable power 

stations and the respective solar panel for

recharging.  Call 971 564008677 for more

information.

Check out Jessica on Instagram.

https://www.instagram.com/jessicagracewhalen



PARTNER BRANDS

The impact of COVID 19 across the globe has caused price rises 

across Security Camera products and solutions, as the input of 

many of the intrinsic materials such as plastic and copper has 

increased. Microchip prices have also risen due to the ongoing 

shortage as well as the geo-political situation in the market, 

therefore small price increases relating to Dahua Technology 

products have become inevitable.

Our aim is to consistently provide our partners and customers 

with the very best quality Dahua products at the keenest prices 

for the project in hand, and we will continue to work closely 

with you in that endeavour.

We hope you enjoyed reading our latest news.

For more information, please visit our website,

www.dubaileadingtech.com or our LinkedIn page.
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IMPACT OF GLOBAL PRICE RISES IN
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